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Well, it had arrived at last!

opening Oric-l's box quite

of

The first thing that struck me as I placed it the table, apart

trying the keyboard.

— 2

*

was
colour problem on my

ORIC-1 
REVIEW

The most erksome 
( command. This

a < 
glorified "calculator" type. A

machine, 
far.

from the wall.(?) A more reliable v.cy 
on the PSU first and then plug into the

“ SO

a dry run before switch 
being to stiff and there is

the pitch between keys
> a normal typewriter

Although the keytops looked quite small, tii 
is about right and although I am used to 
style keyboard, I found that I soon felt at home, even with just 

. .1 ork The pressure is positive without 
a reassuring "bottom feel" to the keys 

as they are pressed. So far so good!

END EDIT INVERSE NORMAL TRON TROFF POP PLOT PULL LORES DOKE 
REPEAT UNTIL FOR LLIST LPRINT NEXT DATA INPUT DIM CLS READ 
LET GOTO RUN IF RESTORE 60SUB RETURN REM HIMEM GRAB RELEASE 
TEXT HIRES SHOOT EXPLODE ZAP PING SOUND MUSIC PLAY CORSET 
CURMOV DRAW CIRCLE PATTERN FILL CHAR PAPER INK STOP ON WAIT 
CLOAD CSAVE DEF POKE PRINT CONT LIST CLEAR GET CALL 1 NEW 
TAB( TO FN SPC( 3 AUTO ELSE THEN NOT STEP ♦ -»/*■ AND OR 
= < SGN INT ABS USR FRE POS HEX* & SGR RND LN EXP COS SIN 
TAN ATN PEEK DEEK LOG LEN STR* VAL ASC CHR* PI TRUE FALSE 
KEY* SCRN POINT LEFT* RIGHT* MID* GO

enforced08?/ feyboard’ now option of earlier was re
enforced and I found the keyboard a delight to use, even if it 
did seem nothing more than a glorified "calculator" type. A great

good, I found that there seemed to be 
powers up with a white piece of "paper" 

swimming effect at the 
bit tiring on the eyes.

a 
was a 

predominantly BLUE drive problem and
1 small trimming 

' t was

Although the clarity and overall .’'stability of the display 
good, I found that there seemed to be a 
machine. The machine f  
and black "ink" but even then I found 
extremities of the picture which 
This seemed to be a p  
although the manual does mention the small trimming capacitor 
in the base of the machine, I found that it was very critical to 
set and apart from that NEEDED to be adjusted to get a picture 

C°>h W°rk kWlth C0mfortably. This adjustment is best 
attempted with something of a non metalic nature, as a normal 
screwdriver affected it’s effect on the picture ^thout even 
TVnlandltthttrledh|lt °n SeVeral °ther ProPrietary brands of colour 
TV and the problem seemed no different on them all On a 
“ c“r°me TV’ the PiCtUre qUaJity above average

My initial impressions on opening Oric-l’s box were q„i_ 
favourable. A very tidy and sturdy piece of packaging housed the 
computer, power supply, coax lead and manual. There was no 
cassette lead, which disappointed me a little but as I had a 
spare, that was no problem. However the machine is equipped 
with a 7 pin DIN outlet which will also handle remote control 
amongst other things, so I could not take immediate advantage 
of this. The power supply is housed in a quite sturdy box with 
the ubiquitous 3-pin plug grafted onto it's rear! A good length of 
lead connects the latter into a socket at the rear of the machine 
and all seamed quite solid and dependable.

As you Will see, there are all sorts of useful commands 
available in Onc-1 Basic, eg. REPEAT UNTIL etc  and 
most of them , appear to work as presumably intended, but why 
is the user not told anything about them in the manual defeats 
me!
In particular I find that the HEXADECIMAL handling of Basic is 
very good for machine code programmers, with things like HEXS 
which will return the HEX string of any decimal number, it’s 
rKVeu^ generated by prefixing a hexadecimal number with

1 { J symbo1’ e8’ PRINT #FC00 will return 64512.
-1 e byte cornmands of the NASCOM are there also

DEEK Which are the 16 bit equivalents of 
POKE and PEEK respectively. Hopefully the full manual will 
explain all these when it becomes available. 77 
bug in this interpreter is that found in the TAB(

For the purposes of this review, 1 had the 48K model and was 
consequently surprised to see 47870 bytes free after the sign on 
message, on switch on. Was I getting something for nothing, I 
asked myself? Not quite, because if before doing anything else, 
one enters the standard MICROSOFT "PRINT FRE(I)" command, 
then the reply is 39421 bytes free and thats before anything has 
been entered! So the screen does use some memory after all !! A 
drop of some 9.5K doesn't seem so traumatic on the 48K'model 
but if you work it out for the 16K model then that same drop 
becomes more significant and ends up at something like 6653 
bytes free for programs on power up! A little different from the 
16K that you started out with! However there are ways of 
increasing this, at the expense of other things, but more of that 
later. I should point out that although I said "switch on" earlier, 
there is in fact no power switch on Oric-1 and one simply plugs 
m the power supply for start up. However, it seemed that the 
machine didn't want to start if the lead was plugged in first and 
the PSU switched on from the wall.(?) A more reliable way 
seems to be to switch e~ — r'c" '= l J L  ;

This method has given faultless starts every time

nil- rirsr rning mat struck me as 1 placed it on the table, apart 
from it's "pretty" looks, was how solid it felt and how well it 
sat at an angle facing the user. A nice touch that and one which 
is enhanced by the way that the feet gripped the table well.

Now we come to the area of the machine which, for me, is it's 
biggest letdown. The resident Eprom loaded firmware, which is 
Tangerines version of Microsoft Basic + Operating system. This 
Basic is the very same, although heavily rewritten and extended, 
that has seen sterling service in the Microtan 65 system. From 
the start of my testing, various unnerving bugs in this firmware 
became apparent. Some tolerable, some catastrophic. The 
temporary manual is hopelessly inadequate and doesn't begin to 
tell the first time user what makes the machine tick. A quick 
scan through the listing of an Oric DEMO tape, 1 managed to 
get my hands on elsewhere but which should have been supplied 
wjth my model, confirms this. The first "foreign" command that 
is not even mentioned in the manual, is HIMEM So before going 
any further, a complete list of all available commands follows as 
extracted by a short HEX/ASCII listing program that the author 
had running after a while, after first switching on.

help here was the pseudo "click" generated by the sound 
facilities of the Oric. This was very effective and added to the 
good overall "feel" of the thing. This facility can be turned on 
and off by typing CTRL and "T" at the same time. General 
impressions of the hardware, then, seem to be good and a plus 
point for me was that I have been working for a long time now 
with the 6502 processor that the Oric uses, so I look forward to 
getting to grips with the resident firmware of the system. To 
finish off the hardware aspect of the machine, there is a 
resident sound generator chip, which is in fact the very same 
type that is used in most arcade machines, so you're not limited 
to silly little bleeps ala SPECTRUM. There is also a very good 
VIA 6522 chip on board lor I/O applications and this presumably 
provides the Centronics compatible printer interface as well.
Although an RGB VDU monitor output is supplied as a 5-pjn DIN 
socket, there are no connection details for it in the (temporary) 
manual. The whole thing, of course, revolves around the now 
mandatory ULA chip, custom designed by Tangerine, to look 
after the overall control of the machine. As a direct result of 
this chip, the display is able to handle Prestel type graphics, 
which is probably one of the plus points about the machine.
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BM1 2.07
BM2 17.85
BM3 29.77
BM4 32.22
BM5 38.78
BM6 52.65
BM7 78.00
BM8 23.85

Try hitting ESC then \ 
tut tut!!

short
the

t A of the manual- As the two 
in RAM also, these take up an 

HEX B400 to i:x" 2

#DRAW255+R»2»C0S(I >, 128+1.25»R*SIN (I)
50 NEXT

OK

5 REM INITIALISE TOOLKIT 
10 R=O
20 #CLS:#M0VE255,127
30 FORI=0TO6.3»12STEP.1
35 R=R+.l
40 1

;t evrything). I will leave 
about this little story....!

can
uses 3

j as when 
with those of Oric's big brother Micron, they 

in fact slower and by BM5 
When one considers that 

standard 6502 at a [ 
is running a 6502A at a presumably hig< 
is at a loss to explain the apparent d:f: 
Micron.

------ —; down, it's
-i of "the character sets will occur 

Two commands are available which 
 J these are GRAB and 

1 of •-’these being to allow the user 
normally reserved for the HIRES screen.

_L2~ *1 think that the right 
-.e also! It would seem that someone 
and could explain the need for the 

which reads:

are very comprehensive and 
; comments. Three independent 
and one

the advertisements lead one to believe, the 
of the machine, in HIRES mode, fall far 
claims, such that it is impossible to make 

INK colour on the
Admittedly, the serial attributes that

well, but then one can't have everything!
One disturbing factor about the sound on this machine, was that 
sometimes it affected the picture and this could cause problems 
in a game situation. Volume is more than adequate and can be 
controlled by software.

As a final test of the interpreter, I ran the standard Benchmark 
timing tests and the results are as follows

These figures are somewhat perplexing and disappointing
they are compared ’------ -------  — .... „
are in fact slower and by BM5 are in fact 10 seconds adrift of 
it. When one considers that the Microtan 65 system runs a 

pedestrian 750KHz clock speed, but the One 
' ' i.lger clock speed, then one 

difference in favour of the

This short program 
between the Video 
Interpreter. Notice as 
module goes into 
coordinates from the Basic program, 
cursor sits at the top left hand 
waiting for more instructions. The 
much work Basic has to 
data. Nice pattern though!

(This is the correct boundary to protect 
it to you to draw your own conclusions a!

The sound routines and hardware 
make up in part for the preceding — - -channels areP available for tones and one noise channel, which 
may be combined with any or all of the tone channels a the 
same time. Control of the envelope shaper is by 
commands and some interested and varied sounds can be 
generated. It is possible to feed your HiFi with this sound 
however no connection details appear in the manual. It would 
have been nice to have a sound through the T ype aci y

command has been rendered almost useless for any form of 
screen formatting using the PRINT statement. In order to get the 
cursor even 1 place from the left edge of the screen, I had to 
type in PRJNTTAB(14)"HELLO" !! On then trying to output 
further text on the same line and making the assumption that 
column 1 as far as the TAB( was concerned, was in fact 
TAB(13), I tried to print another HELLO in column 10 (23). The 
result was a "HELLO" starting in column 15 (28) !! Plainly the 
code in ROM has been messed up somewhere as subsequent 
output on the same line is being affected by anything that is 
printed. As any experienced Microsoft user will know, any 
TAB(X) should always be referenced to the left edge of the 
screen to the extent that if the command line 
PRINTTAB(10)"A"TAB(5)"B" is issued, the result should be 'B' 5 
columns to the left of A. Not so on the Oric 1! This problem 
be got round by use of the PLOT command, which use 
parameters as input and could be of the form, PLOT 
10 5 "HELLO". This prints HELLO starting at the 10th column of 
the ’ 5th line down; a sort of PRINT® command (line 0 is 
inaccessable; where CAPS appears). The string can also be an 
ASCII value if individual letters are required. Of course the 
manual doesn't tell the user of this useful command.

_ LORES screen 
to the next

 tell the user of this 
Unfortunately it can only be used on the TEXT or 
and not on the HIRES screen. This brings me 
problem. 
Contrary to what 
graphics capabilities 
short of the makers . 
use of the drawing routines in more than one 
screen at once. Admittedly, the serial attributes that one can 
generate to obtain a multicoloured screen are quite powerful for 
a machine of this kind, but their use involves some quite 
gymnastic efforts on the part of the programmer and is not for 
the faint-hearted. As an example, what the temporary manual 
says the FILL command does and the actual results of it s use, 
are two quite different things! I found that one had to be 
careful where the HIRES cursor was set to before the use of 
this FILL command, otherwise unpredictable results were 
obtained. It will be interesting to see the proper description of 
this command in the full manual. Without dwelling on this point 
much more, it would be fair to summarize that the interpreter 
has some glaring bugs in it that ought to be put right at some 
later date free of charge to the user. Fortunately EPROMs are 
easy to erase and reprogram, but at what cost to the user. 
Maybe a little more checking in the final stages of production 
would have helped. On more than one occasion the machine was 
induced to crash and only a power down would regain control.

To return to a point I made earlier about memory available to 
the user, there seems to be some conflict in the firmware about 
the way the memory is mapped out at startup time. As there are 
effectively two screens, TEXT and HIRES, memory apportioned to 
each is quite different. This can be seen from the: memory map 
in Appendix A of the manual. As the two available character 
sets are in RAM also, these take up an area between HEX 9800 
to >4EX 9FFF or HEX B400 to HEX BB7F depending on which

up .. a. full
Top of memory pointer in the Basic workspace at location HEX 
A6 is left set at HEX BFFF which overlays everything, screen 
as well! In fact there is no danger as this pointer is very quickly 
brought down to saner levels if any attempt to enter a Pro6ranl 
is made or a CLOAD from cassette is carried out. However it is 
not quite enough as it is still left pointing to HEX 9FOO whichi is 
slap bang in the middle of the alternate character set and one 
above the standard one!
As strings are stored from the top of the memory 
simple to deduce that corruption c. ..._ 
unless something is done. . —-  -
alter the aforementioned directly and 
RELEASE; the prime - function c_, . 
access to the area i 
Unfortunately both these commands seem to 
place is in fact the wrong one '* '•
got their sums badly wrong ar.- 
first line of the Oric demo program,

This review has already only touched the surface of what ought 
to be a good’v little machine and this should be taken into 
account by the potential buyer. Originally it arrived in a blaze 
of glory and a fanfare of trumpets as the machine to beat the 
SPECTRUM at it's own game. Reality falls a little short of this 
mark and perhaps a more thorough approach to attention to 
detail would have helped to turn a dream into reality in the end. 
Only time will tell whether it can hold it's head up in the now 
cut and thrust world of low cost microcomputers. Perhaps 1 can 
best sum it all up by "Not bad Oric, shame about the firmware!

, and see what I've been talking about -

will demonstrate the relationship 
80/82 module, Toolkit and the Basic 

the pattern is drawn, the Video 
i a ’Standby mode’ tdiile it awaits -further 
the Basic program. The Video module’s 
the top left hand corner flashing away 
 program does show how 

do before being able to send that 
— Have you got any like this?
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So
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ARE THE NEW features ANY GOOD?

a) Line Feed (AJ)

WILL MY EXISTING SOFTWARE BE
COMBAT I BLE-?

I can tell you that Columbia I’m using it now toruns,
Columbia sometime.

c> Breakpoint and single step

the a boon to have the registers identified. 1 was

is
I

IS COMMAND IMPLANTATION
ROSSIBLE CONCLUSIONS

I s TUGBUG REALLY NEEDED FOR

VIDEO 8OZ82?

15, Newland Drive, Over Hui ton, BOLTON.

the

Then, 
Rom"

potential 
cheri sh.

With the routines i— *
I can be included in transfers.

easy
easy

must
It 
It

the 
at

size
Bob ,

It is such <- ‘ \
always scratching my head when debugging'
d> ESC/CDMBO Transfers

1 is so 
•issed

b) VDU Toggle

a
have

help each 
participating

consider!ng 
manual. For thi 

at

------  ------Iiuiu VMUUeptj 

front-panel-switch comparing 
~---------- ------ > and giving what

write , 
works • 
real1y

can 
at work.

I ’ ve 
questions 

but

trouble 
(I 

us !

Graham Davies, 
(0204) 654145

flexibi1ity 
have all <

message to you who are lost 
a small but extremely active 

other and go to 
so far are, myself, 
We would like to 

may hold regular 
the

recruit additional co
meetings and continue to 
rescue when we’re in

When I built the VDU card 
just r-  
help drive the module. Consequently I spent 
patching into an existing Toolkit, 
successful. I implemented all the 
both 
problems, ft fairly serious one 
error trap inputs to the i 
"Toolkit" 
DBASIC would 
this problem but when this package arrived I had t_ 
thi jump vector from TFBEB to SFAB9 twenty five times?

TANBUG above 
should bring a

In VI,1 (AJ) would 
perhaps this was a r 
With TUGBUG there is i

2B 
both 

the very 
away I 
moni tor 
I hope

My own patch <- ‘ 
much more convenient. However, 
something because sometimes 
am not being obeyed. But then, 
others, whilst Napoleon had a 
knapsack I’ve r‘ " 
often proved to I 
appraisal - I must tell you about

be 
the 

system we

Having read the i 
and 29, I connected 
TANBUG and TUGBUG into a 
ingenious and much praised 
went with my little ( _
corns asking the following questions 
to'be some useful'answers.

but shame, TUGPRO 
routine has been 

on locations >409 
integrity of

not in fact move the cursor down - 
symptom of “swallowing characters".
j no such problem.

super M'> 
Wi dnes!

The source listing is very 
recognition and implementation 
a very clever alternative 
sequences. They should be worth 
software persons. This czz _L. 
but it will be possible to add i 
example, V" 
E5C/C0MB0 boards and RAM 
under monitor control. I 
V3.1 but more of this later.

□n opening the TUGBUG parcel m 
good. Together with the newsletters 

manual provides a very useful 
however, I would

my first impressions were 
j and the V2.3 handbook 

companion. One small 
some examples of using 

some more details of what 
as I did not fully understand

an extended version of 2.3 with 
added. TUGfcUG however includes 

as outlined.

I to 
runs 
and 

with DOS, in DBASIC, have

The coicor-Pass-Assembler also works, 
does not. The monitor Brk Point removal 
moved from ♦FECI to SFFBB. so go to war 
onwards. Apart from this,

to have been maintained which
---- „ ---running under “Old Tanbug

Hz! I must write and 
sometime. It works for

Perhaps its to do with timing on the backplane.

manual and the articles in newsletters 
I up my TUG Eprom Programmer and put

2732. Then, using
"Switch Rom" concept

My own execution of the transfer routines - 
type, for example, TUGPRO <CR> whereupon that 
be automatically transferred to its ram locations, 
problem I did find was that by having the transfer routines 
on my TCS Romboard I could only transfer to locations above 
or elow TANRAM. With the routines now resident in TUGBUG it means that TANRAM can be included in transfers. This is 
a big improvement.

allowed me to 
-- program would 

One

Well
write this review.

Editor-Pass-Assembler also 
The monitor Brk Point 

from ♦FFC1

the i
point however, I would have liked 
location >F with jump vectors and 
is meant by "lost characters" 
the concept.

and efforts for 1 ' 
cheap "commercial" solution.

finish the so many 
I might even get 
implemented 1M5 

about that 
Tanram is 

you 
mods!).

add that DBASIC, modified 
suggested in newsletter 29 also i 

automatically implemented

protracted and 
was like owning 

never on the road. £L, 
do without TUGBUG if one is a software 

way to save my time 
for which there is no

*FCOO appears t ' 
measure of confidence to those

readable and the new command 
seqences for ’BAS’ etc., are 
to the correspond!ng V3.1 
studying by all prospective 

new structure is somewhat fragmented 
----J command strings so that, for VDU control and automatic program transfer between 
may be executed from the keyboard 

have already achieved this with

Excluding the edifying elements of this 
often frustrating experience, the excersise 
a vintage car, always under the beast 
I suppose pne can <‘ . 7.
masochist but I have learned the hard 

solving problems

holidays, I 
or TUGBUG to 

Of

FOOTNOTE:- Tanbug 3.1 is 
Disc file handling routines 
still further facilites

At this point I would also 
include the changes s: 
impressively. The VDUKIT 
the problems I previously had 
been cured.

over the Christmas 
could not afford to buy either the VDUKIT 

- 1 a lot of time 
The result was quite 

functions of the card, 
from within DBASIC and from the monitor but there were 

being a failure to fully 
inputs to the module. Also, on using my own 

firmware subsequent careless use of discs within 
produce a return to monitor. The VDUKIT Cured 
--- —-- r—-’""w*- “• • * x nad to change 

jump vector from TFBEB to SFAB9 twenty five times. In

It is clear from the source code listing of TUGBUB that 
with V3.1 implantation will be possible. Because TUBBUG 
really full and as every one knows, an implant must 
normally accompanied by a transplant, room is 
somewhere for the displaced routines! As mentioned, 
already patched into TANBUG V3.1 but.I do have a 
Romboard and my own non-paging Pk Ramboard residing 
top end of Tanram, T ' ' 7. 
importance when one’s Epson arrives and 
the printer is needed from the monitor.

In conclusion I would like to 
TUGBUG than not have it, 
continuing expansion of the 

of

say that I would rather have 
particularly in view of the

the development costs and the size of the 
,, 5 and their other developments Bob and hiscolleagues at TUG must be thanked and praised. They are 

^rtainly demonstrating the flexibility and growth 
------ 1 of the system we have all grown to love and

V3.1 SFBEB is not a convenient location. Neither is it 
to find a location for VDUCNT on zero page. I took the 
way and used a location on my 8k board.

Now that I have the tools I 
outstanding tasks at home and  
around to earning some money - after 

ask some, 
me on power-up

actually used "VIDON/VIDOFF" but <* 
I am sure that I have 
I get the strong impression I 
, as I have explained to 

baton in his 
1 it has

then, as I have explained 
whilst Napoleon had a Marshall’s

got Murphy and his family in mine! But „  
to be a useful acquisition during a critical 

“y new Epson FXBO and

as 
is 
be 

needed 
I have 

TCS paging 
- - ------ j at the

Command implantation assumes greater 
direct control of

Finally, I would like to send 
in the North-West. We 
group in this area and we do 
events together. Those pz r  
Les May, Andrew Zuntz and David Rotheram. 

support so that we 
-J support each other and come to

• It’s alright for you lot 
too have been to Weston 

in the arid wastes north of
down there in Hippo country 

but think of
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morning I was trying to 
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DUR < Duplicate char) 
it to char)

initial introduction and a brief look 
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The 
and 
and

you've
occur

but 
of the 

that 
down

easy
I numbers, 

wi shed

yes 
that 

I of 
do

It is easy to read 
i to the Forth language, 

comment, the only other criticism 
the price. This is only a modest 

have to find over thirteen pounds to buy

: WAIT-CHAR
( Loop until a <

Caller. "That mixer you 
out the values <_

to use the 
and that is the 

f view, and I 
the greatest 

with which

my
is

r..r " -•< and 1
it gave me a pain in the pocket.

that is 
particular

One Saturday 
should take

programming 
not just a

Now that we 
to be.
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■ Endless 

eyes — BAD

Where 
Forth 79 
provided 
extension word 
with their colon definitions, 
developed which, apart from 
or a structure, are 
Examples are programs < 
another string, to • 
numbers in an array or 
can be 
chapter 
provi de

appendices 
ASCII code 
the double

Me. "Yes this is I, state your problem.
y~J reccomended I build, how do I 

of resistors from their colour codes.

guessed 
about as 

inspiration’!. 
something more 
aforementioned 

it’s just a 
you ever 

had been born

together 
are 

a word 
» extremely useful in their own right, 
to insert or delete a string within 
append one string to another, to sort 

■ records in a file.In every chapter 
found a table of the Forth 
and any extra ones 

hexadecimal/decimal
tables, complete 79 and fig word summaries 
number extension word set.

Those who have read Scanlon s 65Q*. 
will be familiar with the author’s clear 
but it is difficult to judge how any 
this book since a lot I 
find it very readable < 
recommend it to anyone ..... 
or is struggling alone to 
language. The book

goto (try 
and buy a 

the moral of the story being, 
WHAT YOU PREACH . . This bl*»dy Columbia’s a 

too, perhaps I will master it one
IF THAT’S ALRIGHT WITH YOU! O.K.!!

every
words covered in that 

developed.
conversion

follow 
illustrated with an 

shows

\ LUWp Ulis.** --( matches the ASCII value on the top of the stack)
( char -----)
begin
KEY = ( Fetch key and compare 

UNTIL
DROP ; ( Upon match,

the frustration could be 
atmosphere and the number of 

invariably toppled 
latest i___..

In 
auuepv some may disagree with
disadvantage of the BASIC language is the 
you can sit at a keyboard and write r- 
This very often leads 
constructed programs
well enough to fool the 
how it is done. It is | 
code in this way and so the programmer 
properly before coding. --
at the newcomer to Forth and I 
seen some — r-
someone 
actually

Starting was easy 
gauged by the colour 
cups of cold coffee 
frantically scribbled down the 
something resembling a program 
correct colurs for !"' 
times little messages 
SUBSCRIPT ERROR, 
they all paid me a 
ready to be certified 
box wasn’t more 
the same day

Before you begin to type in the 
set you a smal 1 | 
brief explanation of resisance colour codes 
the input of a value, get your program 
colours in correct sequence egilOQK - 
This you must do for all -- - ---

On the whole, this is a good bock, 
and provides a clear introduction 
Apart from my previous c 
that I have is of 
paperback and to I

. ■ . ----- , ended and
those glorious 
Haley’s comet, 
zapping aliens

that living 
answer to that.friend does not own a computer 

.../ advice to him was to nearest component supplier 
moral of the i 

. This

moments 
a flash 

why not
- write a small prog to do the be easy enough, 

; to numbers. Have 
afterwards wished you

.-■< at the 
based language in chapter 1, the 

-- -j twelve chapters, each of 
one aspect of Forth. For example, chapter 3 

- "> stack, chapter 
control structures and chapter 

. The text is easy to 
is these examples 

• well commented.

Author - Leo J. ScanlonPublisher - Howard W. Sams «< Co., Inc.
Distributed in U.K. by Prentice Hall International
Standard Book No. 672-22007-5
Price — 13 pounds 55 pence

One of the most frustrating aspects of the Forth 
language, particularly fig-Forth, is the almost complete 
absence of any books about it. Brodie’s "Starting Forth 
(also from Prentice Hall - SBN 13-B42922-7) is an excellent 
guide to the way in which Forth works but, being aimed at 
users of Forth Inc’s PolyForth, is less useful for those 
Wishing to learn fig-Forth. Leo Scanlon's new book would 
seem to be the first to deal with the fig dialect and its 
big brother Forth 79. It should, then, be of interest to 
those members who have obtained TUG’s Forth.

decide which program 

o^Uga^RcourtesySoinY~ Tuggers out there The point of 
decision was almost reached when the phone rang (it always 
does When you are in the middle of something important).

programs use i 
standard, the 

for fig users-

After an : 
concept of a 
rest of the book is arranged as 
which examines c. . 
is devoted to the manipulation of the Forth 
7 to the use of conditional c. 
11 to the processing of strings, 
and well organised. Every point : 
example and the presentation of 
thought. All programs in the book are 
e.q.

Me. “Well it goes like this 
Anyway the conversation soon i 
it, one of 
regularly as 
Instad of 
constructive 
task, after all it will I 
question of assigning colours 
said something and efier'.— 
without a tongue?.

... following program let me 
problem ie. Write a program that gives a 

and then from 
i to print the correct 
BROWN BLACK YELLOW.

values between 1R AND 10M.

words normally only required by the 
. definition of these words is 

In fact, the entire double number 
set is described in the appendices, 1— 

colon definitions! Several programs 
illustrating the use of

Software Design 
and direct style 

udge bow any individual will find 
depends upon personal preferences. I 
and, with one reservation, would 

. who wishes to know more about Forth 
teach themselves 

The book does have one weakness . 
lack of emphasis upon program design. In my 
accept that some may^ disagree with^ me^^

. code out of your head. 
, to the production of poorly 
Sadly, these programs usually run

■ writer into believing that this is 
practically impossible to write Forth 

forced to plan 
. Scanlon has clearly aimed his book 

uu ........ _.J I would have liked to have 
attention paid to program design. Perhaps^one day 

will write a book about 
about programming and

computer language.

1 whilst I 
ideas. Eventually 

--“" that was able to return 
100k, 470k etc was arrived at. C..

flashed before my eyes - 
OF DATA, SYNTAX ERROR, you name the. 

visit. At one stage (Sunday 2pm) I was 
titled, surely that orange (sorry tangerine) 
intelligent than my good self, was it?. “P® 

me same day restored me as the master, and at last I had 
achieved what I set out to do. Being a relative newcomer my 
program may appear rather untidy or excessively iongfor 
the task involved but it’s all "*"e and it works . Would 
I do it again (go through that living he!1)_■ Well 1 
suppose you already know the answer to that. The most 
annoying factors are that my 
of any description and my 
again) go to his 
resistance colour wheel, 
PRACTICE WHAT YOU 
nuisance



LIST

follows:

1

k
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100K" 
IK

IM"

is spaced di-fferently" 
as part of the value."

are arranged as
Bd4"

for values 1R -999M7" 
should be input as follows:-"

look like this."
of equal value i.e Ik." 
this means Ohms,Ohms*1,GOO"

5 REM P.G.M. + TOOLKIT
10 P0KE34,0:P0KE35,232:X=USR(I)
20 #MODE1:#CLR:#HOME
30 #DOWN:PRINTTAB(5)"RESISTOR COLOUR CODES"
40 PRINTTAB (5) "7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7."
30 #DOWN:PRINT"Normally a resistor has four colour bands."
60 PRINT"The first three are used to calculate the value in ohms"
70 PRINT"The fourth band is the tolerance band ie how much deviation."
80 PRINT'This band is usually one of the followings-"
90 PRINTTAB(10)"Brown=lX...Silver=10%"
100 PRINTTAB (10) "Red=27. Gold=57."
110 GOSUB810:G0SUB84O
120 #DOWN;PRINT"The four bands
130 #DDWN:PRINT"Bdl Bd2"Bd3
140 #DOWN: F'RINT"Notice how the tolerance band
150 FRINT"This is to avoid us reading it
160 #D0WN:G0SUB810:G0SUB840
170 #DOWN:PRINT"R41,48,52,
180 PRINT"R47,51,56
190 PRINT"R38,39,40
200 PRINP'A typical component list would
210 PRINT"This means R38,R39,R40 are all
220 PRINT"If the last letter is R,K or M
230 F'RI N1" Ohms* 1,000,000. respecti vel y"
240 #DOWN:GDSUB 810:G0SUB840
250 #DOWN:PRINT"The routine in this program will";
260 PRINT"give you the col our code of the"
270 F'RINT"value you input.
280 PRINT"It returns the correct colours
290 F'RINT"When using this program values
300 PRINT"1k0-lk.Input Ik.
310 PRINT"1R2=1.2R. INPUT1.2R."
320 PRINT"2M2=2.2M.Input 2.2M etc"
330 G0SUB810:#CLR:#H0ME
340 FORX=1TO14:#DOWN:NEXT
350 INPUT"VALUE OF RESISTANCE";A*
360 B^LEN(At):IFB-4THEN610
370 IFB=2THEN500
380 IFB<2THEN350
390 W=ASC(MID*(At,1,1)):X=ASC(MID*(A$,2,1))
400 Z-ASC(MID*(At,3,1))
410 W=W-47:X=X-47:Z-Z-47
420 IFZ=35THENZ-1
430 IF2=30THEN2=7
440 1FZ=28THENZ=4
450 F0RF-1T0W:READTt(W):NEXT:RESTORE
460 FORF=1TOX:READT*(X):NEXT:RESTORE
470 FORF=1TDZ:READT*(Z):NEXT:RESTORE
480 PRINTA$"="T$ (W) 11 "T$(X)" "T $(Z)
490 G0T0770
500 W=ASC(MIDt(At, 1,1));Z=ASC(MID*(A*.2,1))
510 W=W-47:Z=Z-47
520 IFZ=35THENZ=10:X=l
530 IFZ=28THEN2=3:Z=1
540 IFZ=30THENZ=6:X=1:
550 IFW>0ANDZ=10THENT*(Z)="G0LD" :GOT0570
560 FORF=lTOZ:READTt(Z):NEXT:RESTORE
570 FORF=1TOW:READT*(W):NEXT:RESTORE
580 FORF=1TOX:READT*(X):NEXT:RESTORE
590 PRINTAt"="Tt(W)" "T*(X>" "T*(Z)
600 G0T0770
610 W=ASC LMIDt(At,1,1)):X=ASC(MID*(A*,2,1))
620 Y=ASC(MIDt(A*,3,1)):Z=ASC(MID*(At,4,1))
630 W=W-47;X=X-47:Y=Y-47;Z=Z-47
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MNEMONICWRITEREAD

INPUT/OUTPUT
7fc #-3oF

MAPMEMORY IER

6522THEFOR IRF

CHIPULA PCRPeripheral ControlPeripheral Control
ACRAuxiliary ControlAuxiliary Control
SRShift RegisterShift Register

T2C-H

777 #307
12C-L

776
T1L-H

77<
T1L-L

77^-
T1C-H

#3or773
TIC-t

DORA

43o377/
DORE

<3ol770
IRA/ORAParallel Port AParallel Port A
IRB/ORBParallel Port BParallel Port fl

Register Addresses of the 6522

-7-

l/o HAP
twZ>*i£k Mfrf !

78/ #3oi>

777 »3otg
7 73 #3oZI

#3oi
43«o

liner 1 Counter 
High Byte

Interrupt Flag 
Register

Timer 1 Counter 
High Byte

liner 1 Counter 
low Byte

Data direction 
Port A

Data Direction
Port B

finer 1 latch 
low Byte

Sane as ORA with
out handshake

Interrupt Enable 
Register

liner 2 Counter 
High Byte

Interrupt Flag 
Register

liner 2 Latch 
Low Byte

liner 1 Latch 
High Byte

Data Direction 
Port A

liner 1 Latch 
Low Byte

Data Direction 
Port B

liner 1 latch 
Low Byte

640 IFZ=35THENZ=2
650 IFZ=28THENZ=5
660 IFZ=30THENZ=8
670 REM TEST FOR DEC POINT AMEND ACCORDINGLY
6B0 IFX=“lTHENZ=Z-2:G0T0700
690 FORF=1TOX;READT$(X) .-NEXT:RESTORE
700 IFX=-1ANDW >OANDZ=0THENT$(Z)=“GOLD":G0TD720
710 FORF=1TOZ: READT$(Z):NEXT:RESTORE
720 FORF=1TOY:READT*(Y)sNEXT:RESTORE
730 FORF=lTOWsREADT*(W):NEXT:RESTORE
740 IFX=~1THENPRINTA*"="T$ (W)"
750 IFX>=1THENPRINTA*"="T$(W)"

Sane as IRA with
out handshake

Interrupt Enable 
Register

liner 2 Counter 
High Byte

liner 2 Counter 
Low Byte

liner 1 Latch 
High Byte

2£L 
76#

ORIC-1 USERS
O/flC- /

"T$(Y)" "T$(Z)
................     "T*(X>" “T$(Z>

760 DAT ABL. ACK, BROWN,RED,ORANGE,YELLOW,GREEN,BLUE,VIOLET,GREY,WHITE
770 FORD=1TO1OOO:NEXT
780 PRINT"Another value (Y or N);
790 GETR*:IFRS="Y"THENP=P:#CLR:#H0ME:G0T0340
800 END
810 PRINT"Pres5 Space"!P0KE1,0
820 P=PEEK(1>sIFP=0THEN820
830 RETURN
840 #CLR:#HDME;#DDWN
850 PRINTTAB<5)"RESISTOR COLOUR CODES"
860 PR I NTT AB (5) " 7.7.7.7.7.7.7.X7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.Z7.7.7.7. “
870 RETURN

OK ________________ ____ __________ __ _

HERORY ADDRESS 
>£ c H£ x



******************

* POOR OLD ORIC ! *
******************

J.Smart tellDR, A LEPRECHAUNS BAG OF NAILS - SORRY GOLD!

manual,

yet again
BUS EXPANSION

In command mode - from the keyboard press:-
ESC (then) /

BUS EXPANSION
Nice effect that one. - Again:-
ESC (then) I

Not bad, now try this one:-

and then hit Z followed by X

What about ESC followed by DEL

I’ve

PRINTER
graphics

HIRES (then) CSAVE"SCREEN",A40960.E49119 (CR)
Magic! isn’t it?

RGB MONITOR
CASSETTE/SOUND OUTPUT

8912

11

TV OUTPUT PRINTER

)

POWER33

he’s 
band 

breaking'.

Press CTRL (keep it pressed) 
getting better.

programming 
’cause

01 
,0k

BUS EXPANSION
I /3+

STB 
DO 
D1 
D2 
D3 
D4 
D5 
06 
D7 
ACK

MAP
OZ
I/O
R/W

GND 
GND 
GND 
GND 
GND 
GND 
GND 
GND 
GND
GND

the 
these

the 
at 

don’t i

your 
it’s

1 
3 
5 
7 
9
11 
13 
15 
17 
19

I
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33

1
3
5
7

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

ROMDIS 
RESET 
I/O Control 
IRQ 
DO 
DI 
D6 
D3 
S4 
A4 
D7 
A15 
A14 
A13 
A12 
All 
GND

2
4
6
8

R.G.B.
1 - RED
2 - GREEN
3 - BLUE
4 - SYNC
5 - GND

ROMDIS 
RESET 
I/O Control 
IRQ

MAP 
OZ 
I/O 
R/W 
D2 
A3 
AO 
Al 
A2 
D5 
A5 
A6 
A7 
A8 
A9 
A10 
+5V

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34

fed

1 used to 
to them 
Totally 

treatment, or 
treatment and still

But never mind ’cause Tug’s here to the rescue - 
(Who said that!?)

CASSETTE/SOUND
1 Tape out
2 GND
3 Tape in
4 Sound
5 Sound
6 Relay Contact
7 Relay Contact

? or how 
little beasts

get the same answer every time.
more I talk 

about computing.
’Wet Sponge’ 
Sponge’

If you’re one of 
still punching away 
proper 
ones. 
Do you 
to hang 
behind? 
only ones.

I know that at this stage if you’ve got a smile on 
you’ve got the same firware package as me,

put about 
my machine 
from the 
it’s the 

keeps

So what about this manual? Well, I’ve been trying for it 
ever since I bought my 0ric-l, over the counter, from a 
well known computer retail chain some eight weeks ago. 
Since then I’ve been contacting the shop around three times

a week only to t ’ ’ ‘
try Oric International direct but the 

they know 
the 
’Wet

so
7b .

! unlucky! owners of an Oric-1 micro 
computer programming without the 

worry - ’cause you ain’t the only

know where to stick your printer cable EH!
all your goodies onto the poor
If you don’t, it’s like we said, You’re not the

goodies onto 
don’t, it’s

Now I ' 
face then , 
nice to know where you stand isn’t it? 
By the way, there’s no truth in the rumour being 
that the little leprechaun I’ve got underneath 
working the Reset button is bruised black 8< blue 
kicks he’s been getting. I don’t kick him at all, 
elastic band I’ve got tied to his vitals, it

Firstly, lets test that little firmware Microsoft package 
and operating system just to see if you’ve got the same 
firmware package as me just in case we want to swap buqs, 
sorry software - Altogether now:-

the less I think 
unhelpful with a dash of 
rather, a lot of the 
totally unhelpful.
My little leprechaun does __
publishers have delivered the manuals, 
manuals are going out in all the new shipments of Oric’s, 
but what my (bruised and battered) leprechaun can’t tell me 
*5 *¥ cop¥ the manual, I’ve paid for, might
be hiding. It just shows you, leprechauns aren’t very 
smart, they’re only good for hitting reset buttons.
And that man who wrote to me asking where Tils October 
ordered Oric is - I simply don’t know, try whistling for

Anyway, if you must dump off a sreen full of HIRES 
take an eraser with you.
TYPE:-

me however that 
and in fact



4* # «= 44 4* 4+ 44 44 4* 44 4+ 44 44 4* 44 4* +* +* 44 *4 * **= ** #

DIS —ASSEMBLER 44ORIC—144

program
in

i. e.
below Hex #OOOF as there may be interference with Basic’s use of these areas.

of

n

"CHRt(Ol)

"C4(IB)SPC(4-(LEN(C»(IB))-3))PTAB(16)ASt

-9-

■

I
1

300 G=16:Gl=256:G2=4096:ER$=“Bad data."
310 CLS
320 DIMCt(Gl),U7.(G1),L$(G)
330 PL0T2,14,"Please wait a few seconds
340 REM »» Read op codes
350 F0RE=0T0G1-1:READCt(E),UX(E):NEXT
360 REM »» Read hex code
370 F0RE=0T0G~l:READ L4(E):NEXT:G0T0660

444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

On
up. .
the inner workings of Oric’s Operating System.

initialising the program a slight pause 
Enter your Ram start address when prompted to do

INPUT AD:1=0:J=O:CLS
MACHINE ASSEMBLY"

CODE"

' > be released for Oric owners. Called The 
Support Manual, it contains a ’Real Beginners’ guide to the Oric-1 as well as

is encountered while the routines are set 
so. Try #C000 to reveal some

This program comes from a book soon to
0ric-l
containing some very useful programs and routines such as this. Written by 

the (

The program will dis-assemble the Oric’s Ram contents from any given HEX or Decimal 
location. The screen displays from left to right, the Ram address in Hex, operand, 
mnemonics and an Ascii character output display to the right (a very useful facility 
the Ascii output). Care should be taken when dis-assembling Zero page locations i.e.

590 SX=INT(DC/G):UN=DC-(SX»G):SX$=L$(SX):UN$=L$(UN):HX$=SX$+UN$:RETURN
660 CLS:PL0T2,14,"Start address
700 PRINTCHR$(17)" ADDRESS
710 PRINT" DEC HEX CODE
720 IFJ=0ANDI=23THENJ=l:GOT01050
725 IFI=25THEN1050
730 1=1+1
740 IB=PEEK(AD)
750 IFC$(IB)<>"»"THEN790
760 DC=IB:G0SUB590:GOSUB1180:0OSUB1300
770 PRINTAD;AD$" “HX*" <--- Invalid opcode
780 AD=AD+1;G0T0720
790 QNUX(IB)GOT0800,840,920
800 DC=IB:G0SUB13OO:G0SUB590:GOSUB1180
810 PRINTAD;AD$" "HX$SPC(7)C$(IB)SPC(12-(LEN(C*(IB))-3))CHR*(01)
820 AD=AD+1
830 G0T0720
840 DC=IB:GOSUB1300:N1=01:G0SUB590
850 B1$=HX$
860 DC=PEEK(AD+1):GOSUB1300:N2=01:GOSUB590
870 B2$=HX$
880 GOSUB1180:P=DC:AS$=CHR$(ND +CHR$(N2)
890 PRINTAD;AD*TAB(14)Bit" “B2$" '------  ---
900 AD=AD+2
910 GOTO1030
920 DC=IB:GOSUB590:GOSUB1300:N1=01
930 B1$=HX*
940 DC=PEEK(AD+1):G0SUB590:GOSUB1300:N2=01
950 B2$=HX$
960 DC=PEEK(AD+2 >:GOSUB590:GOSUB1300:N3=01

t two very 
well known writers, the 0ric-l Support Manual makes easy reading for the beginner 
with a host of practical examples for him to follow. Soon to be released, this book 
will be made availble through TUG for its members.



OR I C MEMORY TEST #

# # « # # # « 4* # # # U 4* 44 # # tt 4fr 44 #

PRICE:— 3- 50 pounds al 1 inclusi

-10-

Both of these programs are available on cassette to 
typing them in by hand.

2190 DATA LDXzp,2,4,0,TAY,l,LDA#,2,TAX,l
2200 DATA "LDA(i),y",2,4,0,4,0,"LDYz,x
2210 DATA "LDA,y",3,TSX,1,4,0,"LDY,
2220 DATA "CMPI(i,x)",
2230 DATA DEX, 1, 4,O,CPY,3,CMP,3;DEC,3,'4,'o,BNe’2,’ "CMP(I7,’y
2240 DATA “CMPz, " “ --- - - - - z
2250 DATA "DEC,x"
2260 DATA 4, 0, INX, 1, SBC#,2, NDP, 1, j
2270 DATA 4,0,4,0,1,0,"SBCz,x",2,"INCz,
2280 DATA "SBC,x",3,“INC,x",3,4,0
2600 DATA 0,l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F

The second of the Oric programs this month enables you to test the functioning 
of the memory on your 0ric-l.

970 B3$=HX$
900 0P=PEEK(AD+l)+PEEK(AD+2)4256
990 G0SUB1100:MC»=CHR$(ND +CHR*(N2)+CHR$(N3)
1000 PRINTADjAD*” "Bl*“ “B2*“ "B3*H "C»(IB)SPC(4-(LEN(C*(IB))-3))0PTAB(14)MC»
1020 AD=AD+3
1030 G0T0720
1050 PRINT"Key RETURN for more listing."

any other key to restart.";

2,4,0,4,0,4,0,0RAzp,2,ASLzp,2,4,0,PHP,l,0RA#,2 
,y",2,4,0,4,0,4,0 

,2,4,0,CLC,1,"ORA,y",3,4,0,4,0,4,0,“0RA,x",3

3,4,0,BMI,2
",2,"R0Lz,x",2,4,0,SEC,1,“AND,y",3 

' "E0R(i,x)",2,4,0,4,0,4,0
. jLSR,3,4,O 

2,4,O,CLI,1
2120 DATA 4,0,4,0,4,0,AbCzp,2,RORzp,2,4,o'pLA,1,ADC#,2,ROR A,1,4,0,JMP(in),3 
^130 DATA ADC,3,R0R,3,4,0,BVS,2,"ADC(i),y",2,4,0,4,0,4,0,"ADCz,x“,2

4>0, SEI,1, “ADC, y",3, 4,0,4,0,4,0, “ADC, x ",3, "R0R,x”,3 2150 DATA 4,0, 4,0, "STA (i ,x) ", 2,4,0,4,0, STYzp, 2, STAzp,2, STXzp, 2,4,0,DEY, 1,4,0 
2160 DATA TXA,1,4,0,STY,3,STA,3,STX,3,4,O,BCC,2,"STA(i),y",2,4,0,4,0 
2 J™ n?™ !TYZ ’X " ’2’ ”STAz ’X " ’2’ "STXz♦ y% 2,4,0, TYA, 1, "STA, y", 3, TXS, 1,4,0,4,0 

£?IA . _IA*X2’3’*’2’*»0jLDY#,2,"LDA(i,x)",2,LDX#,2,4,0,LDYzp,2,LDAzp,2 
, 1,4,0,LDY,3,LDA,3,LDX,3,4,0,BCS,2 
",2, “LDAz,x",2, "LDXz,y",2,4,0,CLV, 1 

—■»x",3,"LDA,x",3,"LDX,y",3,4,0, CPY#,2 
^•2,4,0,4,0,CPYzp,2,CMPzp,2, DECzp,2,4,0,INY,1,CNP#,2 
r™ \ \ ‘ ,/",2,4,0,4,0,4,0

x",2, "DECz,x",2, 4,0,CLD, 1, "CMP,y",3,4,0, 4,0, 4,0, "CMP,x",3 
,3,4,0,CPX#,2,"SBC(i,x)",2,4,0,4,0,CPXzp,2,SBCzp,2,INCzp,2

‘,4,0,CPX,3,SBC,3,INC,3,4,0,BEQ,2,"SBC(i),y",2 
- .x",2,4,0,SED,1, "SBC,y",3,4,0,4,0,4,0, 3,4,0

1060 PRINT“E to end & any other key to restart.";
1080 A$=KEY»: IFA4=""THEN1080
1090 IFA$=CHRt(13)THEN1=0:CLS:G0T0720
1100 IFA$=CHR$(69)THENPRINTCHR$(17);END
1110 GOT0660
1180 AD$=HEXt(AD)
1190 IFLEN(AD$)=1THENAD$="0000";RETURN
1200 IFLEN(AD$)=2THENAD*="000"+RIGHT*(AD$,1):RETURN
1210 IFLEN(AD$)=3THENAD*="00"+RI6HT$(AD»,2):RETURN
1220 IFLEN(AD$)=4THENAD*="0"+RIGHT»(AD*,3):RETURN 
1230 AD*=RIGHT*(AD$,4):RETURN
1300 01=DC AND 127:IF01=127 OR 01<32 THEN 01=32
1310 RETURN
2000 REM 44 OPCODE, NUMBER OF BYTES
2010 DATA BRK,l,"0RA(i,x)",7 ’, ,Z“ r,_
2020 DATA ASL A,1,4,0,4,0,ORA,3,ASL,3,4,0,BPL^2,"0RA(i),
2030 DATA "0RAzp,x",2,"ASLz,x" “
2040 DATA "ASL,x",3, 4,0, JSR,3, "AND(i ,x) ",2,4,0, 4,0,BITzp^2,’ANDzp^ROLzp^
2050 DATA 4,0,PLP,1,AND#,2,R0L A,1,4,0,BIT,3,AND,3,ROL,”
2060 DATA "AND(i ) ,y",2, 4,0, 4,0, 4,0, "ANDz,x\2,
2070 DATA 4,0,4,0, 4,0, "AND,x",3, "RQL,x",3,4,0,RTI, 1, cunu ,xi - ,z,»,
2080 DATA E0Rzp,2,LSRzp,2,4,0,PHA,l,E0R#,2,LSR A,1,4,0,JMP,3,E0R,3,
2100 DATA BVC,2,"EOR(i),y",2,4,0,4,0,4,0,"E0Rz,x",2,"LSRz,x",
L4? ?AIA "E(?R’y"’3’ *’0’ *’0’ "EOR»X",3, "LSR,x",3, 4,0,RTS, 1, "ADC(i ,x) ",2

save you the trouble of



Set up colours for TEXT

(Black on yellow)

t*

Space it out nicely !

POKE 1,85

IF PEEK(I)<>85 THEN GOSUB 760

Same again for end ...

POKE I,C

I

■ iN.B. Audio end signal= A TO BI

C = PEEK(I)

POKE 1,170

IF PEEK(I)O170 THEN G0SUB760

-11-

Now ask for the 
required start address.

Keep cursor at end 
using ; for nice layout.
Now get reply...

#9C or 156 dec = address 
pointer to the end marker 
in memory of this prog. 
Set up loop to save, 
check and restore each 
location within the 
limits specified by the 
user.

First save current value 
in the variable "C" so 
that it may be restored 
after the test.

Subroutine which will 
keep a running total of 
errors returned.

85 is a the reverse of 
170 in binary.eg.01010101

Restore original contents 
first and then back we go

Test is now complete so 
the user needs informing 
of the success or failure

Note on this last line 
how more than one 
instruction can be in
corporated onto one line 
using the seperator

170 in binary form gives 
a bit pattern of 10101010 
for our first test.

Update error count as 
before and we’ve now 
checked all bits for 
this location, so go 
back and carry on for 
all other locations.

Warn user then check 
for safe start address. 
Format again !!

This subroutine will keep 
a track of the failure 
rate and save it using 
the variable "E". A 
running total will also 
be displayed.

445 :
450 sREM 
460 sREM 
470 sREM 
475 : 
480 : I 
485 : 
490 sREM 
500 sREM 
505 : 
510 : 
515 : 
520 sREM 
530 sREM 
540 sREM 
550 sREM 
560 sREM 
570 sREM 
575 s 
580 : I 
585 : 
590 sREM 
600 .-REM 
605 : 
610 sNEXT 
615 : 
620 sREM 
630 sREM 
640 sREM 
645 : 
650 sPRINTsPRINT"TEST COMPLETED" 
660 :PRINT“There were "E" errors." 
670 sPING 
680 SEND 
685 s 
690 sREM 
695 s 
700 sREM 
710 sREM 
720 sREM 
730 sREM 
740 sREM 
750 sREM 
755 : 
760 :E = E+lSPRINTI:SHOOTsRETURN 
765 : 
770 sREM 
780 sREM 
790 sREM 
800 sREM 
810 sREM

10 s.-REM M MEMORY DIAGNOSTIC TEST 
20 ssREM First clear the screen 
25 s 
30 ssCLS 
35 s 
40 ssREM 
45 s 
50 s:PAPER 3s INK 0 
55 s 
60 ssREM 
65 s 
70 ssREM Now print title... 
80 sSPRINT“MEMORY DIAGNOSTIC ROUTINE. 
85 ssREM 
90 sSPRINT
99 ssREM
100 sREM
105 s 
110 sPRINT"Start address of test please 
115 s 
120 sREM I
130 sREM i
140 sREM 1
145 s 
150 sINPUT A 
155 s 
160 sREM I 
165 s 
170 SPRINT 
180 sPRINT"End address of test please 
190 :INPUT B 
195 s 
200 sREM 
210 sREM 
220 sREM 
225 s 
230 sPRINTsPRINTsPRINT
240 sPRINT"PROGRAM RUNNING - Please wait.." 
250 sIF A< DEEK (#90 THEN A=DEEK(#9C) 
255 s 
260 sREM 
270 sREM 
280 sREM 
290 sREM 
300 sREM 
310 sREM 
320 sREM 
330 sREM 
335 s 
340 .-FOR 
345 s 
350 s ( 
355 s 
360 sREM 
370 sREM 
380 sREM 
390 sREM 
395 s 
400 : I 
405 s 
410 sREM 
420 sREM 
430 sREM 
435 s 
440 :



p
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TAnex &>aed with MAM) AL 
MlCeorAnj 6S WITH MRmiAL. 
Key Boated with cacs—tamreeime 
X&tiC/_________ ___________

BASIC S£«a/£>M4a/Z)  

SPECIAL OFFBe$‘ 
d)ON T FoU&ET TO ADJ) \ PACKING AMI) THEM VAT.

Home finance ________
Seco/sos____________________ ____
&/A __________ _____________
Colombia _________________________
Music 
Dive Bomber # merct dash- (fa. /W) 
SPACE INVASION & Q.AUX'MS (fa PmJi^

_£)j,5'-oo+fr?+i/flT 
^S'-'OO + P't'P-k- '/PT

^fl-r

JL/5"-CO«-ftP<-W
-QO * i\P > VAT.

SECOND HAND M SALE
Please ring before. ordering -for dhe ftems listed bdote

This routine demonstrates the use of lower case characters within the instruction set 
e.g. Line 20.

5 REM SIMPLE FAN
6 REM LOWER CASE COMMAND INSTRUCTIONS
10 POKE3^,0:POKE35,232:X-USR(I)
20 #CI:X=510:Y=255:FORI=0TOXSTEP5:#Mo0,0:#DrI,Y:#MoX,0:#DrI,Y:NEXT 1

VIDEO TOOLKIT

For those of you who have just bought the new Video toolkit (VI.0), here's 
another little demonstration program for you.

iC-O0P
Hs-EOp
J-B-SOp
^5-OOp

k 4 - SOp
i %-OOp
i T-SOp

MfCectAw 6tT CComTEZ FOR. P^P)



LETTERSMicrotan 65
TWICE THE SPEED OF TAN REVISITED

Dear Bob,

P. Holden.
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TWICE THE SPEED OF TAN - REVISITED AGAIN!5

Dear TUG,

theyour
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I read with interest the article in newsletter 30 by Gordon 
Bennett (good name that). I have myself had somthing similar for 
a while. However, when I was prodding around Ernie (must be a 
relation of Eric) I found that pin 9, IC J4, which is a 7QLSI38, 
responds with a negative pulse to the instruction LDA $BFF2. As 
this instruction is of no other use, I decided to connect up a 
circuit as shown.
Thg 74LS74 is a D type edge triggered flip flop and is connected 
in the divide by two mode. The 74L502 is a quad 2 I/P NOR and 
is used to both invert the fast clock for screen use and gate the 
two clocks on and off.
The flip flop is initially reset when the system is reset and so

+ !«.——

II

74 
ii

Further to your suggestion (newsletter 27) of doubling 
operating speed of the Microtan 65. This circuit allows software 
switching between the two speeds. The speed is toggled by 
reading $BFF2 (in Basic "A=PEEK(49138)"). The mod is worth 
making even without the video board, as long integrations, 
complex plots etc. can al! be performed at high speed and then 
the lower speed selected to display the results.
The modification has been operating on my system for about a 
month and seems to operate without any crashes being caused.

G. Russell Spy.

Il t—

7TZ—'

IX, 74- 
PlN *“

allows the normal clock. Now if during programming a LDA 
$BFF2 is executed or direct from the keyboard using the memory 
modify command, MBFF2 (CR)(CR), is used then the flip flop is 
clocked and the clock has been changed from normal to twice 
the speed. The system will remain in this state until the above 
is repeated or a system reset is issued.
This way has the advantage of changing the clock speeds on an 
edge of 01 and so Ernie (or Eric) will not know it has happened, 
thus allowing uninterupted use.
1 am indebted to Gordon Bennett for his comments on Tanram, 
as I have been having some trouble. However, I have a monitor 
and had noticed that there were several pixels left strolling 
about the screen, especially when using PGM graphics and have 
found that the actual screen RAM on Ernie needed replacing. 
With this increase in speed watch the VDU board 'go1.



Oric-1 LETTERS
THE MICROTAN SAGA - A CALL FOR INFORMATION

Dear Paul,

is

67

Bob Campbell.

FOR SALE Dear Paul,

PGM Demo,

included with Tug and Tangerine
Dear Paul,

I will split! Justor

John McGregor.

copy

Graham - (0204) 654145 evenings.

PWTE SALL

Q. - The 
di fferent 
■for this.

ASR33
offer

No, 
be

All the above and more for just £450 ono, 
give me a call on 021 744 3257.

UK I FULL ASCH KetSoARb 
■fCAse. Good cwonM. 
iSo^+is-sopj,

rue, fa? avails.

If there is anyone who wishes to contact Mr Campbell, write to 
us here at Tug and we will forward your letters on. - Ed.

TTY. Ideal 
around 100

Fault in the Firmware Operating System. We 
’Bug-Tables' in the Forthcoming 

can be done at this point other 
oF 14 to your TAB value or

Delivery oF new FX80 Forces sale of good 
as First hard copy producer. Nearest 
pounds* secures.

A. - The First thing I will say is that the hardware 
interFace For cassette handling has been well proven on the 
Microtan system which has seen an awFul lot of service. As 
you might not be aware, TUG has been producing commercial 
soFtware For this machine, using both the machine and an 
unmodified cassette port interFace. Our Failure or return 
rate has been almost nonexistent, as a result it's nice to 
have Found the same hardware conFiguration on the Oric-1. 
Although I can’t say the same For the cassette File 
handling Firmware which lacks certain Facilites which have 
come to be expected, not least of all being a 'File Search’ 
facility, a disasterous decision leaving that one out. But 
I would suggest that before you take any dramatic action to 
solve your problem you first obtain a high quality ’DATA 
TAPE , a cheap MONO cassette recorder and try again.
We do stock purpose data tapes ourselves for this reason as 
they’re well proven in service. A good cheap cassette 
machine we use for commercial applications is a Sanyo which 
is available from the Comet warehouse chain at around IB.00 
pounds, it’s seen a lot of service without failure.

characters 
line in which case normal basic listings will I 
an abnormal situation if you’re using a , 
character per line facility printer, the same 
correspondence of course.
We believe this to be a firmware bug.
Usually signal and pin connecting diagrams appear in the 
printermanuals, together with the Oric-1 pin-outs you’ll 
have little problem in connecting up. Avoid cheap printer 
cables made up from plain ribbon cable, they can induce 
noise into the cable which in turn can corrupt data going 
to the printer. If possible use the 'Twisted Pair Return’ 
type or keep the lead as short as possible.

Q. - I’ve run into problems with the cassette handling on 
my Oric-1. The recordings are unpredictable on playback and 
although I’ve had some success the reliability factor is 
less than what I would have expected and indeed what I’ve 
been led to believe. What’s the answer to my problem.

A. - Normally any printer that has a ’Standard Centronics 
Parallel’ interface can be connected. You will find plenty 
to choose from in this category. Depending on the financial 
investment you are prepared to make. I would suggest you 
look closely at those printers offering Graphic’s 
capabilities, I can strongly recommend the Epson range for 
versatility and reliability. We have been using a printer 
from this range to produce our Newleters and documentation 
for nearly two years without a failure of any sort, 
although a little more expensive, very worthwhile. These 
cheap printers coming on to the scene now can hardly 
compare, but much depends on the amount of use you are 
going to give it.
It’s worth pointing gut that the Oric-1 will only output 

to the line before a carraige return to the next 
be broken-up 
an BO or 100 

> applies to

A. - No, it’s a 
will be issuing 
newsletters. Very little 
than adding an extra count 
sending your machine back.

without 
expensive, 
on to 

the

Q. - Having just recieved my 48K Oric-1, the next thing 
a printer. Is it possible to connect any printer to the my 
machine.

The decision to buy a computer, for most of- us, I suspect was 
not a difficult one to arrive at. What may have been more 
difficult was which system to buy. About eighteen months ago I 
decided to buy a Microtan 65, for reasons I would think are 
common to most of us. I wanted a system which would be 
expandable, well supported and one which would be easy to 
design and interface my own boards. Eighteen months later most 
of those conditions have been satisfied one way or another. Lets 
face it, even with it’s idiosyncrasies the Microtan 65 is a very 
good system. As for support! - well we all know what that 
means. If it wasn't for Tug the system would have died long 
ago. The number of promises Tangerine have broken lead one to 
think that the boys at Cambridge are politicians not computer 
manufacturers.
The latest saga, and the reason for this article, is the repairs 
(or non repairs to be more accurate!) being carried out by 
Tangerine. I personally sent my system back to Cambridge last 
September - 82. 1 received it back only last week (Feb 17th). 
As I have said, the reason for this article is to try and do 
something about the delays some of us have suffered in getting 
repairs carried out. AU my letters to TCS Ltd. have been 
ignored as I suspect have every one elses. My requests for 
compensation treated with complete indifference. Regretfully the 
time has now come to do something about it, even if it's only 
shouting loudly in public. To lend weight to my arguement, I

TABulation Function on my my Oric-1 perForms 
From other machines, is there any special reason

Microtan system including - Microtan 65, Tanex with full RAM, 
Tanram with full RAM, PGM, ESC, Real Time Clock, Eprom 
Programmer, MPS2 Power Supply, ASCII Keyboard & case, 
Motherboard, all in case....(Keypad, Mini Motherboard & MPS! 
also included.)
Software including Microtanic's Adventure 1, Games Packs 1,2 & 
3, File Utilities, M/C Relocator, Display Planner, Looseleaf 
Database, and Companion book. TUG's Asteroid Attack, Shuttle 
Lander, Shockwave, Home Finance, PGM Aid, 
Multipurpose Records, and Columbia. 
All manuals included together 
newsletters.

really need to know the real scale of the situation. 1 would like 
to hear from everybody who has suffered similarly. Please write 
to me, or phone (at weekends) and let me know. I can't promise 
anything will come of it, but my patience has run out and I'm 
going to try.



GRAPHICS PROGRAM EXPLANATION

ADVANCED be understood is what the

holds the original coordinates as entered by the

the present

holds

but into

- stores the positions in the XP & YP arrays of theA.Marshal 1.

facet A in

B lines that make up facet A in teres of

line C,A giving

alogaritham takeshence facet

1 - the line is part of the facet.

2
therefore

3 - all points on the facet are beyond one end of the line.
the facet are on one side of the linepoints on

of subroutinesnumber once

COVERINGto removeas

of

1 3 455/1/1 252 252 00/1 1000 10 0 - 100

(1,1)This is the same as;- (0,1)
13455/1/1 252 252 0 0/1 1000 10 0 0 -100

(1,0)(0,0)to

(0,-1)

allswitch offanddiagramthecenter

end
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The first thing that needs to 
arrays do.

VS(A,B,C) - stores 0 line segments of the 
the two ends of each segment when A-l/2.

then
This

I the 
being i

BC(A,B) 
User.

subroutine 
in 
If

LV(A,B> 
two ends of any given line.

LF(A,B) - stares 
their position in the LV array.

T(A,B) - holds the transformation matrices and 
combined transformation matrix.

X(A),Y(A),ZC<A) - holds 
transformation but before I 
dimensional coordinates.

The program is built around a 
the data has been entered:-

- the facet is completely hidden by itself (another facet 
must cover at least the same amount of the line , 
the present facet may be ignored).

coordinates 
converted

after
two

VIDEO 80/82 
tGRAPHICS^

been put 
program

The first part of this subroutine is another 
2400. This produces an index for every point 
diagram. Each point has an X index and a Y 
point
Y index will both be zero. If outside then 
of 
combinations that can occur.

cons!dered
or 
identical and 
is cut by the 
subroutine at

1000 - Interprets the instructions.
2000 - Performs the transformation of the coordinates.
2400 - Produces the indices for clipping and covering.
3000 - Hides any ’Hidden Lines'.
4000 - Clips the diagram.
5000 - Covers the diagram.
6000 - Draws the diagram.
7000 - Organises the various line segments so 
conflict.
A few examples of 'Now to input’ instructions may now be 
helpful here to clear up any problems. The program 
contains c 
its size.

The alogaritham takes each line line in turn and compares 
it to every facet. A line cannot be hidden by a given 
if any of the following conditions hold.

' • . The program itself
only a limited amount of ’Help’ in order to reduce

XP(A),YP(A) - holds the two dimensional coordinates Which 
are to be drawn on the screen (unless removed later on by 
subroutine).

The program works by extending the edges of the rectangle 
and looking to see where a line cuts the rectangle. If the 
line is wholely inside the rectangle then it is totally 
covered and so LV(0,A) is set to 0. If the X or Y indices 
of both ends of the line are the same and non-zero then the 
line must lie totally outside the rectangle and should 
therefore not be touched. If either of these conditions 
holds then the line is studied in detail. Two points are 
found which represent the intersection of the line with the 
rectangle edges (after they have been extended). If these 
two points are the same then no part of the line is 
covered. If they are unequal then the VS array must be 
altered. The two points are converted into ratios so that 
they can be stored until the diagram is drawn. This ratio 
is the distance of the point in question from one end of 
the line divided by the total length of the line.

4 - all 
onl y.

at 
the 

index. If the 
is within the covering rectangle then the X index and 

an index value
1 or -1 will result. The diagram below shows the various

If a facet gets over all these hurdles then it must be 
in detail. Any facet either cuts the line twice 

not at all. If it does not cut it then MN and MX will be 
the facet can be ignored. If the line really 

facet then MN and MX are trmnafered to 
7000. This will alter the VS array so that 

only the correct parts (if any) of the line are drawn.

FV(A,B) - stores B coordinates that make up 
terms of their positions in the XP & YP array.I’ve had this program on the drawing board for several 

months. It pulls together various ideas I’ve had since 
reading a number of articles in magazines and books. All 
the asthmatics are standard computer graphics material, the 
completed program being my own efforts, the functions are 
detailed below.
The only limit on the size of the object under manipulation 
is the amount of memory available to cope with all the 
arrays, and the resolution of the graphics available 
the reason why it has been written for the Video 80/02 
module.
Data statements have been put into the program to allow 
those unfamiliar with the program to experiment with it 
since the time required to input the information for a new 
diagram is not insignificant. The DIM statements have been 
dimensioned to take this diagram and no more in order to 
allow the program to be run with the smallest amount of 
memory, which in this case is 10K, but for general needs 
25K is required. The program has been finely tuned to 
enable it to run as fast as possible rather than to occupy 
less memory space.

This adds transformation 1,3,4,S' and 5 again to whatever 
transformation is already in operation. HLR is switched on, 
as it is clipping and covering. Clipping will operate on 
all lines outside a rectangle 252 wide and 252 high 
centered at 0,0, which is at the centre of the screen. 
Covering operates inside a rectangle whih is 1000 wide, 10 
high, and cetred at (0,-100).

C/0/0/0 will 
functions.
C will center the diagram and not affect anything else.
C//1 200 100 5 5 will center the diagram and switch 
clipping on with new limits. Limits can only be changed 
when preceded by a ’1’.
I would be interested to know if anyone can speed up this 
program further and how they go about it. Perhaps some sort 
of branche and bound technique might help. I’ve not 
mentioned how the various subroutines work for the simple 
reason that this would occupy too much room. I would not 
recommend anyone to try and work it out from the program as 
it is liable to be very time consuming.



CLIPPING

LIST

AT ONCE BUT THEY SHOULD BE"

©ooojdcxjdo<£>oc> ° 
a° r- —n °

1 XL (1)=1000:YL(1>=1000:XL(2)=1: YL (2) =1: XC (2)=500:YC(2)=500:R=1000:TH=O.25
2 DIM BC(18,4) , NL(16),LV(2,28), LF (16,4), XP (18), YP (18), VS (2,3,28)
3 DIMT (10,4,4) , ZC( 18), X (18), Y (18). SZ (28), FV (16, 4), XI7. (28), YI7. (28)
4 PRINTFRE(8):CM=48641:BIT=O.0001
5 DATA-20,-0.2,-10,-20,-0.2,20,20,-0.2,20,20,-0.2,-10,-20,-2,-10,-20,-2,20
6 DATA20,-2,20,20,-2,-10,-10,0,-15,-10,0,0,10,0,0,10,0,-15,0,20,-7.5
7 DATAO,0,5,0,0,25,25,0,25,25,0,5,12.5,25,15
8 DATA1,2,2,3,3,4,4,1,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,5,1,5,2,6,3,7,4,8,9,10,10,11,11,12,12,9
9 DATA9,13,10,13,11,13,12,13,14,15,15,16,16,17,17,14,14,18,15,18,16,18,17,18
10 DEF FNF(0)=SGN(INT((YP(Q)-YB)*XD-(XP(0)-X8)tYD+BIT))
11 DEF FNG(0)=SGN(INT((YP(Q)-Y8)*YD+(XP(0)-X8)HXD+BIT))
12 DEF FNH(Q)=SGN(INT((YP(Q)-Y9)*YD+(XP(Q)-X9)*XD+BIT))
13 DATA!,10,5,9,2,11,6,10,3,11,7,12,4,12,8,9,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8
14 DATA17,20,16,17,18,13,18,19,14,19,20,15,13,14,15,16'
15 DATA25,28,24,25,26,21,26,27,22,27,28,23,21,22,23,24
16 FORA=1TD18;FORB=1T03:READBC(A,B):NEXTB,A
17 FORA=1TO28:READLV(1,A):READLV(2,A):NEXT
18 FORA=1TD6:FDRB=1TO4;READLF(A,B):NEXTB:NL(A)=4; NEXTA
19 F0RA=7T010:FORB=1T03:READLF(A,B):NEXTB:NL(A)=3:NEXTA
20 FORB=1TO4: READLF(11,B):NEXTB;NL(11)=4
22 FORA=12T015:FORB=1T03:READLF(A,B):NEXTB:NL(A)=3:NEXTA
23 FORB=1TD4: READLF(16,B):NEXTB:NL(16)=4
24 NF=16:TV=18:TL=28
25 GDTD450
29 PRINT CHR*(12):PRINT
30 PRINT"THIS PROGRAM IS CAPABLE OF
40 PRINT"SCALI NG ": PR I NT "ROTATION";PRINT"CLIPPING":PRINT"COVERING"
50 PRINT"HIDDEN LINE REMOVAL"
60 PRINT: PR I NT11 SEVERAL OBJECTS CAN BE ENTERED
70 PRINT"TREATED AS PARTS OF ONE OBJECT."
80 PRINT:INPUT"ENTER THE NUMBER OF VERTICES OF YOUR OBJECT(S) IN TOTAL";TV
90 PRINT:INPUT"HOW MANY FACETS HAS YOUR OBJECT(S)";NF
100 FORA=1TOTV
110 PRINT"X";MID$ (STR* (A) ,2,2); ,,=";: INPUTBC (A, 1): X=PEEK(10): P0KE10, X-23
115 PRINT"Y";MID*(STR*(A),2,2);"=";:INPUTBC(A,2):X=PEEK(10):P0KE10,X-23
120 PRINT,,Z";MID*(STR*(A) ,2,2); : INPUTBC(A,3):PRINT:NEXTA
140 FORA=1TOTV:A*=STR*(A):A*=MID*(A*,2,LEN(A*)-1)
150 PRINT"(";A*;")";BC(A,1);BC(A,2);BC(A,3);"
155 A=A+1: PRINT" ("; A*; ") "; BC (A, 1); BC (A, 2); BC (A, 3)
160 NEXTA:PRINT"DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE ANYTHING":GETA*:IFA*<>"Y"THEN190
170 INPUT"ENTER NAME OF COORDINATE TO BE CHANGED";CH*
175 INPUT"AND NEW VALUE";BC(VAL(RIGHT*(CHS,1)),ASC(LEFTS(CH*,1))-87)
180 PRINT"ANY MORE":GETAS;IFAS="Y"THEN170
185 GOTO140
190 PRINT:PRINT"ENTER LINES"
200 FORA=1TONF
202 P0KE10,160:PRINT"
210 PRINT"HOW MANY LINES HAS FACET";A;:GETNL(A)

-16-

This subroutine works in almost the same way as the 
Covering subroutine except that it removes line segment 
outside the rectangle. Q is used so that the subroutine at 
2400 knows which parameters to use in order to calculate 
the X and Y indices. It can also be seen that this piece o-f 
program produces two MN & MX values since both ends of the 
lines can be Clipped.
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760 DATA1,0,0,0,0,N,M,0,0,-M,N,0,0,0,0, 1
765 DATAN,0,-M,0,0,1,0,0,M,0,N,0,0,0,0, 1
770 DATAL,K,O,O,-K,L,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1
BOO FORA=1TOTV:BC(A,4)=1:NEXTA
820 FORA=1TO4:FORB=1TD4:T(10,A,B)=T(0,A, B):NEXTB,A
900 PRINTFRE(8):PRINT"D0 YOU NEED HELP":GETAN*:PDKE3,0
905 IFAN*="Y"THENG0SUB94O
910 FDRA=1TOTL:LV(O,A) =4:VS(1,1,A)=0;VS(2,1,A)=1;NEXTA
912 FORA=1TONF:LF(A,0)=l:NEXTA
915 G05UB1000
916 IFC*="H"THENG0SUB940:G0T0915
917 G0SUB2000
920 IFWF=lTHENG0SUB5000

740 DATA1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1.2 
745 DATA1,0,0,0,0,L, K, 0,0, -K, L,0, 0,0,0,1 
750 DATAL,0,-K,0,0,1,0,0, K, 0, L, 0,0,0,0,1 
755 DATAN,M,O,O,-M,N,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1

215 IFNL(A)<30RNL79THENP0KE10,160:PRINT:G0T0210
220 PDKE10,192:FORQ=1TO15:PRINT" NEXTG); P0KE3,0
227 FORB=1TONL(A)
228 POKE10,160:PRINT:PRINT" ";:P0KE3,0
230 PRINT"LINE";B;:INPUTL*:IFLEN(L*) <3THEN228
235 H=0:FORD=1TOLEN(L$):IFMID*(L*, D, 1)=" "THENH=1
236 NEXTD:IFH=0THEN228
240 E-VAL(LEFT*(L*,2)):F=VAL(RIGHT*(L*„2)):IF(E>TVORF>TVORE<10RF<1)THEN228
250 IFE=FTHEN228
260 FORG=OTOTL
261 F (A) =FNF (A):G(A) =FNG (A):H(A)=FNH(A)
270 IFE=LV(1,G)ANDF=LV(2, G)THENLF(A, B) =G:G0T0282
275 IFE=LV(2,G)ANDF=LV(1, G)THENLF(A,B)=G:G0T0282
280 NEXTG:TLUSRTL+1: LV (1, G) =E:LV (2, G) =F: LF (A,B)=TL
282 NEXTB,A
290 FORA=1TONF:FORB=1TONL(A):PRINTLV(1,LF(A,B));LV(2,LF(A,B));:NEXT:PRINT: NEXT
300 PRINT'TO YOU WISH TO CHANGE ANY LINES":BETA*:IFA$<>"Y"THEN700
310 INPUT"ENTER NUMBER OF FACET TO BE CHANGED",-CH
320 INPUT"AND THE LINE TO BE CHANGED";LC
330 INPUT"AND NEW VALUE";NL*
340 FORG=1TOTL:E-VAL(LEFT*(NL*, 2)):F=VAL(RIGHT*(NL$,2))
350 IFE=LV(1,G)ANDF=LV(2,G)THENLF(CH,LC)=6:G0T0390
360 IFF=LV(1,G)ANDE=LV(2,6)THENLF(CH,LC)=G:G0T0390
370 NEXTG:TL=TL+1:LV(1,TL)=E:LV(2,TL)=F:LF(CH,LC)=TL
390 PRINT"ANY MORE":GETA*:IFA*="Y"THEN310
400 G0T029O
450 FORA=1TONF:FORB=1TO4:FV(A,B)--1:NEXTB,A
500 FORA=1TONF;C=0:FORB=1TONL(A):V1=LV(1,LF(A,B)):V2=LV(2, LF(A,B)):J=0:K=0
510 FORG=OTOC:IFFV(A,G)<>V1THENJ=J+1
520 IFFV(A,G)< >V2THENK=K+1
530 NEXTG:IFJ=C+1ANDK=C+1THEN545
535 IFJ=C+1THENC=J:FV(A,C)=V1
540 IFK=C+1THENC=K:FV(A,C)=V2
542 G0T055O
545 FV(A,C+1)=V1:FV(A,C+2)=V2:C=C+2
550 NEXTB,A
700 FORA=OTOB:FORQ=1T04:FORS=1T04
715 READT*:RT$=RIGHT*(T*,1)
717 IFRT*="K"THENT(A,Q,S)=SIN(TH):G0T0723
718 IFRT$="L"THENT(A,Q,S)=C0S(TH):GDT0723
719 IFRT$="M"THENT(A,G,S)=SIN(-TH):G0TQ723
720 IFRT*="N"THENT(A, Q, S)=COS(-TH)
723 IFLEFTtfT*,1)="-"THENT(A,Q,S)=-T(A,Q,S)
724 IFT(A,Q,SX>0GDT0727
725 T(A,Q,S)-VAL(T*)
727 NEXTS,Q,A
730 DATA1,O,O,O,O,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1
735 DATA1,O,O,O,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0.8
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922 IFCF=1THENGOSUB3000 
925 IFKF=lTHENG0SUB4000 
930 G0SUB6000
935 REM1000GETCDMDS,2000RAWC00RDINATES,3000HLR,4000CLPG,5000CVRG,6000DRAW
936 G0T0910
940 PRINTCHRt(12):G0SUB990
945 PRINT" A":PRINT"2,4,AND 6 ARE TRANSFORMATIONS"
947 PRINT"FUNCTIONS ARE SWITCHED OFF/ON BY 0/1"
950 G0SUB990:PRINT" A":PRINT"CONTROLS HIDDEN LINE REMOVAL"
955 G0SUB99OSPRINT" [CLIPPING J [COVERING J"
960 PRINT"COORDINATES ENTERED IN THE ORDER WIDTH,HIGHT, THEN X AND"Y"
961 PRINT"COORDINATES OF THE CENTRE OF THE DIAGRAM"
965 PRINT"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE":GETQt;PRINT:PRINT
970 PRINT"0... RETURN TO ORIGINAL DIAGRAM"
972 PRINT"1... 207. ENLARGEMENT": PR I NT "2... 207. SHRINKAGE"
975 PRINT"3... X AXIS ROTATITON UP":PRINT"4... Y AXIS ROTATION CW“ 
980 PRINT"5... Z AXIS ROTATION CW“
985 PRINT"6... X AXIS ROTATION DOWN":PRINT"7... Y AXIS ROTATIONACW"
986 PRINT"B... Z AXIS ROTATION ACW":PRINT"C... CENTRES THE DIAGRAM" 
988 PRINT"H... HELP":RETURN
990 PRINT“246/1/1 10 10 30 30/1 20 2 0 -3":RETURN 
1000 INPUT"INSTRUCTIONS"; At:MODE=1:Ct="" 
1010 FORI=lTOLEN(At):Bt=MIDt(At,I,1):IFB$=" 
1020 IFBt="/"THENMODE=MODE+1:G0T01040 
1030 ONMDDEGOSUB1100,1200.1300,1300,1210 
1040 NEXTI;RETURN 
1100 Ct=Ct+Bt:RETURN 
1200 WF=VAL(Bt) 
1210 RETURN 
1300 J=0:IFM0DE-4THEN1350 
1320 CF=VAL(Bt):IFCF=OTHENRETURN 
1330 GOTO1400 
1350 KF=VAL(Bt);IFKF=OTHENRETURN
1400 FORI=ITOLEN(At):Bt=MIDt(At,I,1):Dt=MIDl(At.1-1,1) 
1410 IFBt=" "ANDDtO" "THENJ=J+1:C(J)=I 
1420 IFBt="/"THEN1450 
1430 NEXTI 
1450 IFJ<4THEN1500 
1460 XL(MODE-2)=VAL(MIDt(At,C(1),C(2)-C(1))) 
1470 YL (MODE-2) =VAL (MIDt (At, C (2). C (3)-C (2))) 
1480 XC(MODE-2)=VAL(MID$(At,C(3),C(4)-C(3))) 
1490 YC(MODE-2)=VAL(MIDt(At,C(4),I-C(4))) 
1500 1 = 1-1 .-RETURN
2000 IFLEN(Ct)=OTHENRETURN
2001 FORA=1TOLEN(Ct):Bt=MIDt(Ct,A,1):PRINTBt; 
2003 IFBt="C"THENG0SUB2800:GOT02070 
2005 B=VAL(Bt):IFB=OTHENG0SUB29O0:G0T02070 
2010 FORI=1T04;FORJ=1TD3:TR(J)=0
2020 TR(J)=TR(J)+T(10,I,1)*T(8, 1, J)+T (10.1,2) *T(B,2, J)+T(10,1,3) «T(B,3, J) 
2030 TR(J)-TR(J)+T(10,I,4)*T(B.4,J):NEXTJ:FDRJ=lT03:T(10,I,J)=TR(J)
2040 NEXTJ. I: T (10.4,4) =T(10,4.4) *T (B.4,4)
2070 NEXTA:PRINT;P=T(10,4,4)
2300 FORI=1TOTV:2C(I)=0:XP(I)=ZC(I);YP(I)=2C(I):FOR J=1T04
2320 XP(I)=XP(I)+BC(I,J)*T(10,J.1):YP(I)=YP(I)+BC(I,J)*T(10,J,2) 
2330 ZC (I)=ZC(I)+BC(I, J) *T(10,J,3);NEXTJ
2332 ZC(I)=ZC(I) /P: X (I)=XP(I)/P:Y(I)=YP(I) / P
2340 XP(I)=X(I)/(1+ZC(I)/R):YP(I)=Y(I)/(1+ZC(I)/R) 
2350 NEXTI;RETURN
2400 FORA=1TOTV; XI7. (A)=SGN (INT ((XP(A) + (XL(Q)/2)-XC(0))/XL (Q))) 
2410 YI7. (A) =SGN (INT ((YP (A) + (YL (Q) /2>-YC (Q))/YL (Q))) 
2420 NEXTA:RETURN
2500 FORA=1TONF;SZ(A)=1000:F0RB=1TONL(A)
2510 V=ZC(LV(1,LF(A,B))):IFV<SZ(A)THENSZ(A)=V 
2520 V=ZC(LV(2,LF(A,B)));IFV<SZ(A)THENSZ(A)=V 
2530 NEXTB,A:RETURN
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2800 SX=1000:L X=-1000:SY=1000:LY=-1000;FORI=1TOTV
2808 IFXP(I)<SXTHENSX=XP(I)
2810 IFXP(I)>LXTHENLX=XP(I)
2812 IFYP(I)< SYTHENSY=YP(I)
2814 IFYP(I)>LYTHENLY=YP(I)
2815 NEXTI
2820 SX=(LX+SX)/2:SY=(LY+SY)/2
2830 T(10,4,l)=T(10,4,l)~SX*T(10,4,4)
2840 T(10,4,2)=T(10,4,2)-SY*T(10,4,4) 
2850 RETURN
2900 FORI=1TO4:FORJ=1TO4
2910 T(10,I,J)=T(O,I,J)
2920 NEXTJ,I:RETURN
3000 PRINT"CL IPPING":G=1:G0SUB2400:FORA=1TOTL
3050 P1=LV(1, A): P2=LV(2, A): IX (1) =XI7.(Pl): IX (2) =XI7.(P2): IY (1) =YI7. (Pl)
3060 IY (2) =YI7. (P2):X1=XP (Pl): Y1=YP (Pl): X2=XP(P2): Y2=YP (P2); XD=X2-X1; YD=Y2-Y1 
3070 IF(IX(1)ORIX(2)ORIY(1)ORIY(2))=0THEN3250
3080 IFIX(l)*IX(2)=10RIY(l)*IY(2)=lTHENLV(0,A)=0:G0T03250 
3090 IFIX(1)=0THEN3120
3100 XX=XL(1)/2*IX(1)+XC(1):Y1=Y1+(Y2-Y1)*(XX-X1)/(X2-X1):X1=XX 
3110 IY(1)=SGN(INT((Y1+(YL(0)/2)-YC(Q))/YL(Q))) 
3120 IFIY(1)=0THEN3140
3130 YY=YL(1)/2*IY(1)+YC(1):X1=X1+(X2-X1)*(YY-Y1)/(Y2-Y1+BIT):Y1=YY 
3140 IFIX(2)=0THEN3170
3150 XX=XL(1)/2*IX(2)+XC(1):Y2=Y1+(Y2-Y1)*(XX-X1)/(X2-X1):X2=XX 
3160 IY(2)-SGN(INT((Y2+(YL(Q)/2)-YC(0))/YL(G))) 
3170 IFIY(2)=0THEN3190
3180 YY=YL(1)/2»IY(2)+YC(1):X2=X1+(X2-X1)*(YY-Y1) / (Y2-Y1+BIT);Y2=YY
3190 IFX DOOTHENM X=I NT ((X1 - X P (P1)) / X D * 10000+0.99) /10000; MN=0; G0T03210
3200 MX =INT((Y1-YP(P1))/YD*1OOOO+ON.99)/10000:MN=0
3210 IFMX>MNTHENGDSUB7000
3220 IFXD< >OTHENMN=INT((X2-XP(Pl))/XD*10000+0.99)/10000:MX=1;G0T03240
3230 MN=INT((Y2-YP(Pl))/YD*10000+0.99)/1OOOO:MX=1 
3240 IFMN<MXTHENGDSUB7000
3250 NEXTA:RETURN
4000 PRINT"COVERING":0=2:GDSUB2400:FORA=1TOTL
4020 P1=LV(1,A) :P2=LV(2,A):IX7.(1)=XI7.(P1) :IX(2)=XI7.(P2): IY (1) =YI7. (Pl)
4040 IY (2)=YI7. (P2): Y1=YP (Pl): X1=XP (Pl): Y2=YP (P2); X2=XP (P2): XD=X2-X1: YD=Y2-Y1 
4060 IFIX(1)*IX(2)=10RIY(l)*IY(2)=1THEN422O
4070 IF (IX (1) OR IX (2) OR IY (1 )'0R IY (2)) =0THENMN=O:MX=1: G0SUB7000: G0T0422O 
4080 IFIX(l)=0THEN4090
4085 NX(1)=XL(2)/2*IX(1)+XC(2):NY(1)=Y1+YD*(NX(1)-XI)/XD:G0T04100 
4090 NX(1)=X1:NY(1)=Y1 
4100 IFIY(1)=0THEN4120
4110 NY(1)=YL(2)/2*IY(1)+YC(2):NX(1)=X1+XD*(NY(1)-Y1)/YD 
4120 IFIX(2)=0THEN4140
4130 NX(2)=XL(2)/2*1X(2)+XC(2):NY(2)=Y1+YD*(NX(2)-XI)/XD:G0T04150
4140 NX(2)=X2:NY(2)=Y2
4150 IFIY(2)=0THEN4170
4160 NY(2)=YL(2)/2*IY(2)+YC(2):NX(2)=X1+XD*(NY(2)-Y1)/YD
4170 IFX D< >0THENMN=INT((N X(1)-X1)/X D»10000+0.9)/!0000
4180 IFXDOOTHENMX=INT ((NX(2)-XI)/XD*10000+0.9)/10000:G0T04210
4190 MN=INT((NY(1)-Y1>/YD*10000+0.9)/10000
4200 MX=INT((NY(2)-Y1)/YD*10000+0.9)/10000
4210 IFABS(MN-MX)>BITTHENG0SUB7000 
4220 NEXTA:RETURN 
5000 PRINT"HIDING LINES":G0SUB2500 
5060 FORA=1TOTL:L1=LV(1, A):L2=LV(2,A)IX8=XP(LI):X9=XP(L2):XD=X9-X8 
5070 Y8=YP(LI):Y9=YP(L2):YD=Y9-Y8:FORB=1TONF:IND=NL(B) 
5080 IFLV(0,A)=OTHEN NEXTA:RETURN
5090 IF((ZC(LI)<SZ(B)ANDZC(L2)<SZ(B))ORLF(B,0)=0)THENNEXTB,A:RETURN
5100 SUM=O: FDRC=1TOIND:IFLF(B,C)=ATHENNEXTB,A:RETURN
5110 SUM=SUM+SGN(LV(O,LF(B,C)))
5120 NEXT:IFSUM<3THENLF(B,0)=0:NEXTB,A:RETURN
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5130 FV=FNF(FV(B,1)):IFFV=OTHENFV=FNF(FV(B,2))
5140 F0RC=2T0IND:IFFNF (FV (B,C))+FV<X)THENNEXT:GDT05400
5150 GV=FNB(L2)
5160 FORC=1TOIND:IFGV-FNG(FV(B,C)) < >OTHENNEXT:GQT05400
5170 HV=FNH(L1)
5180 FOROITOIND: IFHV-FNH(FV (B,C)) <>0THENNEXT: G0T05400
5190 MN=1:MX=O:FORC=1TOIND:V1=LV(1,LF(B,C)):V2=LV(2,LF(B,C) )
5200 XE=XP(VI)-XP(V2)sYE=YP(VI)-YP(V2):XF=XP(VI)-XGs YF=YP(VI)-Y8
5210 DISK=X D *YE-X E * YD:IFABS(DISK)< BITTHEN5260
5220 XS=(XDKYF-YDtXF)/DISK:IFINT(XS*O.9999)<>0THEN5260
5230 RMU=(YEIXF-XE1YF)/DISK
5240 IFMX<RMUTHENMX-RMU
5250 IFMN>RMUTHENMN=RMU
5260 NEXT
5270 IFMX-MN<BITTHEN5E4OO
5280 IFMN<OTHENMN=O
5290 IFMX>1THENMX=1
5300 MD=(MN+MX)/2;ZH=ZC(LI)+(ZC(L2)-ZC(LI))»MD:P=ZH/R+1
5310 XH=(X8+XD*MD)*P:YH=(Y8+YD«MD)*P
5320 V1=FV(B,1):V2=FV(B,2):V3=FV(B,3)
5330 X1=X(V1)-X(V2):Y1=Y(V1)-Y(V2>:Z1=ZC(V1)-ZC(V2)
5340 X3=X(V3)-X(V2):Y3=Y(V3)-Y(V2):Z3=ZC(V3)-ZC(V2)
5350 AA=Y1*Z3-Y3IZ1:BB=Z1*X3-Z3*X1;C=X1#Y3-X3«Y1
5360 D=AA*X(VI)+BB»Y(VI)+CKZC(VI):F1=AAIXH+BB*YH+C*ZH-D
5370 F2=-R*C-D: IFABS (Fl XBITTHEN5400
5380 IFABS(SGN(F1)-SGN(F2))<2THEN5400
5390 G0SUB7000
5400 NEXTB,A
5410 RETURN
6000 POKECM,12:FORA=1TOTL:IFLV(O,A)=OTHEN 6070
6010 X1=XP(LV(1,A)):X2=XP(LV(2, A)):XD=X2-X1
6020 Y1=YP(LV(1,A)):Y2=YP(LV(2,A)):YD=Y2~Y1
6030 FORI=1TOLV(0,A):POKECM,31
6040 POKECM,128+X1+XD»VS(1,I,A):POKECM,0:POKECM,128+Y1+YDHVS(1,I,A):POKECM,0
6045 POKECM,30
6050 POKECM,128+X1+XD»VS(2,I,A):POKECM,0:POKECM,128+Y1+YD*VS(2,I,A):POKECM,0
6060 NEXTI
6070 NEXTA:P0KE49139,0:RETURN
7000 IFMX>1ANDMN<OTHENLV(0,A)=0:RETURN
7005 NLS=LV(O,A):F0RK=lT0LV(0,A)
7010 R1=VS(1,K,A):R2=VS(2,K,A)
7020 IFR1>MXORR2<MNTHEN7150
7030 IFR1>=MNANDR2<=MXTHEN7140
7040 IFRl<MNANDR2>MXTHEN7090
7050 IFRKMNTHEN712O
7060 VS(l,K,A)=MX:G0T07150
7090 NLS-NLS+l
7100 VS(1,NLS,A)=MX
7110 VS(2,NLS,A)=R2
7120 VS(2,K,A)=MN:GQT07150
7140 VS(1,K,A)=-1
7150 NEXTK:LV(O,A)=O
7200 FORK=1TONLS
7210 IFVS(1,K,A)<-BITTHEN7250
7220 LV(0,A)=LV(0,A)+l
7230 VS(1,LV(O,A),A)=VS(1,K,A)
7240 VS(2,LV(0,A),A)=VS(2,K,A)
7250 NEXTK:RETURN

OK
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MICROTAN 65 COUNTER
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS

Software:—

(Toolkit Version)DONJON - 28K

EDITOR PASS ASSEMBLER

PROCESSOR>(WORD s

30.00 pounds + VAT.

20.50 pounds + VAT.EDITOR + MACRO ASSEMBLER +• MANUAL Cassette

pounds each Inc.PROGRAMS 3_ 50NEWSLETTER

PdiczR IOCASSETTES C2O’ sDATA

6.00 pounds + VAT.
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30.00 pounds + VAT.
26.00 pounds + VAT.

31 - Resistor Network & Advanced Video Graphics
30 - Video 80/82 Printout (Source Code) & Kings and Queens
29 - Cube Hater !< Fault Finder
28 - Alien Robots & Biorhythms
28 - Gaussian Elimination & Linear Programming
27 - Calculus & Numerical Base
27 — Banker & Morse Trainer
26 - Prestel Disco (Disk save routine)

FULL GRAPHICS 
FULL GRAPHICS 
FULL GRAPHICS 
PGM! GRAPHICS 
FULL GRAPHICS, 
FULL GRAPHICS. 
FULL GRAPHICS 
FULL GRAPHICS. 
FULL GRAPHICS, 
FULL GRAPHICS. 
FULL GRAPHICS. 
PGM! GRAPHICS. 
FULL GRAPHICS. 
DATA FORMAT... 
DATA FORMAT...

BASIC.... 
BASIC.... 
.Cassette 
.Disk.... 
•Cassette 
.Disk....

CASSETTE + MANUAL 
EORTH = —

EPROM + MANUAI___
CASSETTE + MANUAL 
COLUMBIA

10.00 pounds + VAT. 
10.00 pounds + VAT. 
10.00 pounds + VAT. 
10.00 pounds + VAT. 
.3.75 pounds + VAT. 
.6.00 pounds + VAT. 
.4.00 pounds + VAT. 
.5.00 pounds + VAT. 
.3.00 pounds + VAT. 
.5.62 pounds + VAT. 
.5.00 pounds + VAT. 
.4.50 pounds + VAT. 
.4.50 pounds + VAT. 
.5.00 pounds + VAT. 
.5.00 pounds + VAT. 
.5.00 pounds + VAT. 
.5.00 pounds + VAT. 
17.00 pounds + VAT. 
12.50 pounds + VAT. 
.8.90 pounds + VAT. 
15-00 pounds + VAT. 
10.00 pounds + VAT. 
.4.00 pounds + VAT. 
.5.00 pounds + VAT. 
.3.45 pounds + VAT. 
.6.50 pounds + VAT. 
.5.00 pounds + VAT. 
.5.00 pounds + VAT. 
12.50 pounds + VAT. 
15.00 pounds + VAT. 
12.50 pounds + VAT. 
15.00 pounds + VAT.

7K M/CODE 
7K M/CODE 
7K M/CODE 
7K M/CODE 
2K M/CODE 
2K M/CDDE 
.B/M/CODE 
6K M/CODE 
...M/CODE 
3K M/CODE 
...M/CODE, 
...M/CODE, 
.B/M/CODE,

ASTEROIDS.......
SHUTTLE LANDER.... 
DIVE BOMBER.....
MERCY DASH......
SPACE INVASION.... 
GALAXIANS.......
3D MAZE.........
HI-LO...........
NIM............
SHOCKWAVE.......
DEMOLITION......
SLALOM..........
SPACE FIGHTER....
VIDEO CHESS PIECES 
REVERSE ASCII CHAR SET..........
PACK 11.... M/CODE..... MAZE.. DRAW
PACK IIII..M/CODE..... ALIEN..PUZZEL.....................
HOME FINANCE....A SUPERIOR ACCOUNTS PACKAGE FOR THE MICROTAN
TANTYPE...........BASIC - TOUCH TYPING TUTOR.............
P.G.M. AID........ BASIC - P.G.M. DESIGN AID..............
MULTIPURPOSE RECORD FILES....... ........................
MUSIC COMPILER..... M/CODE......FULL GRAPHIC DISPLAY......
HOUSE OF DEATH..... BASIC 7K ADVENTURE................... .
HOARDES OF CHAOS..... BASIC 6K ADVENTURE...................
GRAVEYARD GHOULS + METEOR STRIKE.......BASIC FUN PACK.... .
FROGGER...............M/CODE....PGM! GRAPHICS
OTHELLO....(Requires Video Module + Toolkit) 
AWARI......(Requires Video Module + Toolkit) 
DONJON - 38K BASIC ADVENTURE.............


